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Wireless Exposure Simplified & Specific Absorption Rate(SAR) Test.
http://www.compliance-club.com/archive/tuv/sar_update.asp

Health Canada's Safety Code 6 governs the limits of human exposure to Wi-Fi, smart meter 
and cell phone frequencies. Canada, the FCC and other governing bodies use standards 
based on decades of scientific literature but Safety Code 6 admits science is missing that links 
RF EMFs to adverse health effects. 

Building and electrical codes as 2 examples do not have science missing. The RF EMFs 
exposure code admitting science is missing is extremely dangerous when stimulating and 
heating tissue is to be avoided. Experimental studies show it can lead to nerve and muscle 
stimulation. Think of the EMFs like an EMF bullet. In order to hurt you, stimulate tissue or heat 
tissue, the EMFs have to hit you. The test model above is used for Wi-Fi and Wireless Smart 
Meters exposure as well. The Wi-Fi device and smart meter aren't held against the head like a 
cell phone so 24/7 exposure is deemed safe. 

   All life depends on the earth's magnetic field, not 
manmade electromagnetic fields(EMFs). There are important 
reasons industry and development are wired instead of using 
wireless. 

   Wired circuits are insulated wires and the EMFs cancel 
each other out. Wireless circuits are not insulated and 
everything hit by the EMFs is in the electrical circuit. 

   Health Canada's Safety Code 6, FCC and other governing 
agencies adopted the Specific Absorption Rate for testing. 
The picture on the left shows a test model used to 
represent humans and adverse health effects. "Can you 
see the eyes, brain, organs, heart, nervous system, cell 
structure, voltages, frequencies, electrical changes?" Can 
you see different considerations for the size of person in the 
EMF or their movements within the EMFs?    

    

   The picture to the left is BC Hydro's Smart Grid for 
smart meters. Can you see how the wireless meters 
have to communicate with the grid or they wouldn't 
work.

The Specific Absorption Rate test left out the grid and 
the bio electrical information of humans. The drawing of 
the grid substantiates how people, buildings, 
infrastructure, agriculture, trees, etc are hit by the EMF 
gun. BC Hydro's grid will cause buildings to violate BC 
Building Code.

The BC Legislature "entrusted" BC Hydro to install smart meters and the utility can work on meters 
but do not have the authority to radiate municipalities or large coverage areas. By bypassing 
regulatory process, BC Hydro has deployed a frequency and biological weapon as applied. 
Here is a link to the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission on the accelerated corrosion of buildings 
and transcripts from the BC Utilities Comissions. The smart meter program is illegal right now and 
the damages to people, buildings, infrastructure, crops, etc is measurable by the second.

 http://www.thermoguy.com/pdfs/Canadian_Nuclear_Safety_Commission.pdf 


